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At last, the solution for getting disorganized boys back on track. Missed assignments. Lack of

focus and enthusiasm. Falling grades. For too many boys and their frustrated parents, these

are the facts of life. But they don't have to be.Top academic couselor Ana Homayoun has

helped turn even the most disorganized, scattered, and unfocused boys into successful young

people who consistently meet their personal and academic challenges. She does this by

getting back to basics- -starting with a simple fact: Most boys needs to be taught how to get

organized, how to study, and-- most important--how to visualize, embrace and meet their own

goals.With an accessible and no-nonsense approach, Homayoun shows how to:?Identify their

son's disorganizational style?Help him set academic and personal goals he cares about?

Design and establish the right "tools of the trade"?Complete assignments without pulling all-

nighters?Help him tune out social pressure and fend off anxietyMuch more than a study guide,

this insightful, user-friendly book provides a roadmap for the success too many boys have

trouble finding--in school and in life.
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currently a crisis in boys’ education, and if you’ve picked up this book, you may already be

aware of it. Male students are, on average, between six months and a year behind their female

counterparts when they start high school, and the girls stay ahead right through their senior

year.The problem is clear to the parents who come into my office for the first time, typically at

their wits’ end and sometimes near tears. The boy that they know to be smart, witty, thoughtful,

and/or brilliant can’t remember to turn in his homework and is failing several classes. The son

who was absolutely precious as a young child started slipping as a middle schooler and has

now become a headache of a teenager who just this morning forgot his English essay on the

printer, has no idea that he has two tests tomorrow, and still needs to return his uniform for a

school sport that ended two weeks ago.Sound familiar?If you’re one of these troubled parents,

you know that today’s academic environment is exponentially more challenging than the one in

which you grew up—and in ways that tend to be more difficult for boys than for girls. Research

suggests that boys often struggle with certain kinds of multi-tasking, and yet schools often ask

them to juggle seven different classes, short- and long-term assignments, and multiple sports

and activities, all while they are going through puberty. But even armed with this knowledge

and a lot of encouragement, the parents I meet for the first time in my office still can’t seem to

help their sons get ahead and stay ahead of their workload and schedule. Why? Because they

don’t have the tools to arm their sons for the challenges they face, and too often the result is

frustration, fights, and, sadly, a bright boy convinced he can’t succeed. Without the essential

tools to thrive as students andWithout the essential tools to thrive as students and as

individuals, these boys are at risk of giving up before ever finding their own true version of

success.as individuals, these boys are at risk of giving up before ever finding their own true

version of success.So what’s a parent to do in the face of this seemingly stacked deck? The

answer is surprisingly simple; you help your son take control of his heavy load of

responsibilities by using organizational techniques specifically designed for preteen and

teenage boys. These tools allow him to focus on each task, one at a time, until each one is

taken care of, essentially transforming a daunting multi-tasking challenge—dealing with

homework, sports, activities, family life, and the social scene—into a more tangible single-

tasking effort; that is, doing one thing at a time, and doing it well. Once that hardwired

organizational hurdle is overcome, your son’s natural enthusiasm, intelligence, and vigor are

unleashed and available to propel him toward success in academics and life.This book

describes those techniques in detail, and it’s a result of my years of hands-on experience as an

educational consultant, working with situations like yours. Most important, it’s designed to work

for your family, in your home. Over the years, parents have taken the techniques I offer here

and applied them to their own situations with great success, whether their families are well-to-



do or of modest means; nuclear or multi-household; large or small. Disorganization crosses all

economic and ethnic barriers, and my experience demonstrates that boys as young as the fifth

and sixth grade can adapt incremental habits that help them feel more organized, motivated,

and in control of their own destiny. Although I can say with complete assurance that these tools

aren’t magic, the results have been described by more than one parent as “miraculous.”I still

remember a spring afternoon when the problem of disorganized and vulnerable boys came into

sharp focus for me. I’d founded Green Ivy Educational Consulting a few years before, and

through my academic training and our experience in the office working with young people, I’d

already developed most of the organizational system and study tips outlined in this

book.However, on this particular day I was meeting with the parents of a tenth grade boy. The

young man was getting mostly Cs and was generally disorganized and underprepared. Midway

through our meeting, the father looked desperately at me and asked, “Ana, be straight with me

—is my son the only one like this?” I hesitated and quickly ran through our client list in my

head. I realized at that moment that nearly 75 percent of our students were boys, and I

confirmed then what I had suspected all along, that the young men we were working with

weren’t unusual at all. I grew to understand more and more how boys are often different from

girls when it comes to organization, time management, and study skills—a fact well known to

many parents with both sons and daughters.I shouldn’t have been surprised—in my work with

hundreds of kids I’d discovered that only rarely were the boys’ failures due to difficulties with

the classroom material. Instead, symptoms of chronic disorganization—losing completed

homework, forgetting about tests, and not turning in assignments—were by far the bigger

culprits in their dismal performance. And worse, because these failures also diminished their

personal self-confidence and self-esteem, these boys had started to see themselves as

failures in all aspects of their lives—a very sad and scary progression, which led to even more

misery and disillusionment.As I helped some of these students become better organized and

more able to effectively and efficiently complete their schoolwork, I watched the same boys

who walked into my office with five brown grocery bags’ worth of unsorted school papers

become young men who planned out their time and turned in their assignments when they

were due. But more important, over time I also witnessed an amazing transformation in their

personal self-confidence and self-esteem. As they began to improve in school, these boys

began to explore, dream, and discover a level of success they had previously thought

unfathomable—in essence, they set their mind to achieve what were once their craziest

dreams, and over time, those dreams started to come true. One young man received a

scholarship to a school that was once academically out of reach, and another snagged a walk-

on spot to a Division I basketball program a mere two years after he was warming the bench

as a member of his junior varsity basketball team.As they began to improve in school, these

boys began to explore, dream, and discover a level of success they had previously thought

unfathomable—in essence, they set their mind to achieve what were once their craziest

dreams, and over time, those dreams started to come true.And it is not just the amazing,

transformative experiences that are worth noting; often what we see emerge is the boy who

smiles a little wider, who has a new twinkle in his eye because he believes in himself or

delivers witty jokes that he was once too self-conscious to crack. Those are the changes that,

while seemingly minor, are actually quite monumental.So while the strategies in this book have

helped students improve their grades and test scores, the goal of my work is much more than

merely increasing numbers. Ultimately, my hope for children has always been that they are able

to develop their self-confidence, resiliency, and accountability so that they become active and

productive members of their own community and our greater society as a whole.In the end,



though, the strategies I use are effective because they are accessible, sensible, and easy to

implement. Though this book was written to address the specific needs and unique challenges

of working with preteen and teenage boys, many of these strategies can also be successfully

implemented for girls who struggle with organization and time management.On the pages that

follow, you will find a specific process to help you create an environment in which your child

can develop and maintain organization and time-management skills. Each chapter focuses on

a unique aspect of the method and includes a checklist highlighting the main strategies and

ideas of that chapter, making it simple to put the ideas into practice in your home. I explain the

strategies alongside real-life success stories of young men I’ve helped over the years—boys

like those I just mentioned, whose transformation has been deemed a “miracle” by their

parents, guidance counselors, and teachers. To protect the privacy of the students I’ve worked

with and their families, I have changed their names and other identifying particulars, and I have

created composite characters wherever possible.A final note before you dive in: Results, as

with most things, do not typically happen overnight, and consistency is key. Some boys take

longer than others, some get off track (I include specific techniques to address such

circumstances and get them going again), but I have often found that many boys make the

monumental shift six months to a year after the strategies are first introduced to them.In fact,

just this afternoon I checked my email to find a message from a mother with whom I had

consulted briefly six months ago:Dear Ana,HE FINALLY GETS IT!I hope, that with the help of

these proven strategies your son will soon get it as well.1Why Boys Struggle with Organization

and Time ManagementLet me tell you about a tall, lanky, and bright boy named James.James

and his mother, Miriam, walked into my office for the first time a few years ago. At the time,

James was a sophomore in high school who performed extremely well on standardized tests

but was getting no better than Cs in his classes. Moreover, he was in danger of spending his

entire vacation in summer school. I still remember the defeated looks on both James’s and

Miriam’s faces when I first saw them. James was carrying two backpacks, one slung over each

shoulder, and Miriam followed with three brown grocery bags full of school papers she had

gathered from here and there around the house.“I don’t know if these are important or not,” she

told me wearily, “but I’m uncomfortable throwing them out.” She shot James an annoyed look,

which he returned.Although James was quite irritated to be working with me—he made it very

clear he would rather be spending his Saturdays playing golf—we got started quickly. We

located his planner, which he had stopped using long ago, and then began to organize his

binders. While we worked I asked him about his life—activities, hobbies, pets—and I got back

mostly one-word responses grudgingly peppered with a few actual phrases. After a couple of

hours together, we had sorted through every single piece of paper and created seven

organized binders. In the process, we also recycled two trees’ worth of paper. When we

finished, James actually seemed reenergized and relieved. Where there had been crumpled

papers and disorder, there was now a simple system in place, and he had a fresh start.Over

the course of his next two years in high school, James became one of the most organized

students I worked with—barely a paper out of place, consistently using his planner, and

generally staying on top of things. He’d realized along the way that the better organized he

was, the more time he could spend hanging out with his friends and playing golf, in other

words, the things he enjoyed doing. His grades improved, as did his general all-around

disposition—in particular a natural, dry wit began to appear more and more as his confidence

grew. When he first came into our office, he seemed reserved and sullen, but over time, he

became relaxed and quick with a snappy comeback whenever he wasn’t too excited about the

task at hand.He’d realized along the way that the better organized he was, the more time he



could spend hanging out with his friends and playing golf, in other words, the things he enjoyed

doing.But it wasn’t just his success inside the classroom that was crucial for his personal

development. In his senior year—after much coaxing and encouragement—James had gotten

a summer job at a local manufacturing facility, and the experience helped his personal and

professional skills flourish. For one of the first times in his life, he was solely accountable and

responsible for himself and his actions. He showed up on time, was efficient, and developed

great working relationships with his colleagues, who came from many different backgrounds.

He got rave reviews for his work, which helped solidify his notion that he could be a success—

on his terms, in his own way.One recent afternoon, as I was working on this book, one of my

associates appeared at my office door and told me a parent was in the waiting room to see me.

I walked out to find Miriam, and I couldn’t help but flash back to the way she had looked that

first visit, her defeated expression.But this time was different. She was beaming.“I just stopped

by to tell you how well James is doing,” she said. “He just loves college.” She went on to tell me

that he seemed happy, confident, and independent.“For three years, though,” she admitted, “I

thought I was banging my head against the wall.”It was true, James’s success wasn’t

immediate, but here was Miriam, bubbling over about the ways James’s confidence, work ethic,

and personal accountability had flourished over the past year. She just couldn’t wait to give me

the good news in person.Although each child has his own gifts, strengths, and struggles,

James is typical of the boys I work with. The truth is that preteen and teenage boys think

differently, act differently, and often process information differently from their female

counterparts, and as a group, they are consequently lagging behind girls in school

achievement. It’s not just about grades, though—it’s the way this lag translates into lower

academic self-confidence and self-esteem, issues that worry many educators and sociologists,

who tend to agree that this gender gap seems worse now than in the past.Although each

student’s individual personality and circumstances play a role, there are five basic factors I see

when working with preteen and teenage boys:• Trouble with multi-tasking• Over-involved

parents• Technology distractions• Sleep deprivation• Fear of making wrong choicesFor some

boys, all of these factors play a role in their challenges with organization and time

management; other boys may struggle with just one or two. It’s also important to realize that

the factors affecting your son may change over time. A seventh grader who struggles with multi-

tasking, for instance, may become a high school sophomore who is distracted by technology

and exhausted from sleep deprivation. Let’s look at each one in more detail.Challenge 1: The

Reality of Multi-TaskingFirst and foremost, we (and by we, I mean schools, parents, and

educators) ask boys to multi-task in school more than ever before, and yet research shows that

this kind of academic juggling is tougher for boys than for girls. Thirty years ago, most sixth

graders had one teacher for most of their academic classes—now students often have three or

four different academic instructors (and sometimes more), with different expectations and

procedures. Some of these preteen and teenage boys find themselves juggling seven classes,

extracurricular activities, sports, and a social life, all while going through puberty. These boys

struggle to set priorities, in part because every coach and teacher says that they “have to give

it their all, all the time.” For instance, some boys who play baseball don’t just practice baseball—

they have batting practice, team practice, hitting coaches, and conditioning. Academically,

they’ve got homework, long- and short-term projects, outside reading, makeup work, and

research. Just thinking about it is enough to make even a well-organized adult tired.Scientists

have discovered in recent years that the brains of men and women seem to be wired

differently; women can more easily handle language-based multi-tasking—writing notes while

listening to someone speak, for instance—while men are superior at spatial-based multi-



tasking, which comes in handy in sports and videogames, but is rarely any help in the

classroom.There is other evidence that boys are more likely to be kinesthetic learners—

students who naturally prefer to take in information physically by carrying out a task rather than

seeing or hearing about it. They may do well in their school’s chemistry laboratory, for instance,

while struggling with the same chemical equations that underlie that lab work.Some of these

preteen and teenage boys find themselves juggling seven classes, extracurricular activities,

sports, and a social life, all while going through puberty.Recent brain research specifically

centered on adolescents also finds that regardless of sex, the teenager’s prefrontal cortex—

that part of the brain that can be likened to the body’s CEO because it regulates behavior,

organizes thoughts, and assesses risks—is far less developed than the reasoning centers of

the brain. In other words, teens are capable of wondrous leaps of intellectual and artistic

achievement, but the part of the brain that would help them manage these insights isn’t ready

yet. Although there is a wide range of normal ages, on average, boys end puberty as many as

three years later than girls, which makes for a double whammy—even if they were wired the

same way as girls to do the mental juggling needed for modern schoolwork, their brains

wouldn’t be quite ready yet to manage it all, at least not without significant help.What this

means is that as their bodies are continuing to develop, boys are being asked to juggle all of

these different aspects of their lives without any clear-cut system or method for organizing and

managing their time.What this means is that as their bodies are continuing to develop, boys are

being asked to juggle all of these different aspects of their lives without any clear-cut system or

method for organizing and managing their time. Even if they wanted to come up with their own

system, most boys lack the ability to create something that works, and they become frustrated

with their inability to feel in control and on top of their situation. Parents, in turn, become

frustrated and disappointed with their son’s inability to find success, which causes even more

stress.We could argue that a seismic change in the educational landscape is necessary, but

through my work, I have been able to help boys make incremental changes that transform their

studying and organizational habits. Because boys struggle with multi-tasking, I realized that

developing a system that allows them to focus on singular tasks—one at a time—is one of the

crucial elements in helping boys find their own personal success.Challenge 2: The Parent

CrutchSome moms who come into my office are terrifically organized—nearly perfectly so, with

color-coded calendars, BlackBerrys, hands-free headsets—and they wonder why their sons

are so disorganized. Part of the problem is, of course, that with Mom so on top of it, these sons

have never been forced to develop such skills on their own. When confronted with the need to

organize themselves, they consequently react with frustration and, finally, give up on

organization altogether.This is not to say that involvement in your children’s education isn’t vital

and irreplaceable. Study after study finds that as the level of parental involvement increases,

academic performance tends to increase along with it. Parents on the whole are much more

involved in their children’s schoolwork now than anytime since the advent of the modern

educational system as we know it.But the truth is that some parents are so overly involved

(sometimes unintentionally) that their children are not given the chance to develop their own

skills and motivation. The so-called helicopter parent, a term first coined by the authors Foster

Cline and Jim Fay in 1990, can have a stifling effect on a boy who is ready to master self-

reliance, self-regulation, and responsibility but who is never given the freedom to try (and even

to fail).Dan was a senior with whom I worked a few years ago. We were finishing up our

meeting, and he wanted to schedule another appointment, but as I opened my calendar, he

turned to me and said that he would have his mother email me to set it up.“Why?” I asked.He

hemmed and hawed and finally said it was because he didn’t know his own schedule.“Dan,” I



said, “you’ve got a car, you’re doing well in school, you’ve got your binder organized and

everything. You’re eighteen and can go vote and even go defend your country, but you can’t

figure out if you can be somewhere at 4:00 p.m. on a Tuesday?”He smiled sheepishly at me. “I

can,” he said. “I just never had to.”“Well,” I said, “it’s nice to have a part-time secretary, but do

you really need one?”From that point on Dan put his appointments in his planner right next to

his assignments and other responsibilities and soon thereafter had no trouble scheduling his

next appointments.Often parents worry that if left to their own devices, their sons will just plain

get it wrong. For example, some parents complete their son’s college applications because

they think that their sons are too busy or will write the wrong thing or it would just be faster to

do something themselves. In actuality, it would be a great teachable moment for their son. Even

well-intentioned parents (and I like to think that most parents are well intentioned) can

inadvertently discourage their son’s ability to develop and maintain his own organizational

system.But how does your son develop these skills, even with an appropriate level of help from

you? Simply following your example will probably not lead to a huge improvement in

organizational skills—after all, very few preteen or adolescent boys seek to do anything that

even remotely resembles what their parents are doing.Simply following your example will

probably not lead to a huge improvement in organizational skills—after all, very few preteen or

adolescent boys seek to do anything that even remotely resembles what their parents are

doing.This book provides a framework for an appropriate level of parental participation, with

plenty of examples, checklists, suggestions, and, yes, cautions, so that you can help your son

develop his own organizational abilities without either depending too heavily on yours or

floundering on his own.Challenge 3: The Lure of TechnologyIt’s easy to underestimate the

effect technology has on our lives. I check my email and listen to my iPod, and I appreciate the

extent to which gadgetry has, in some ways, enhanced our lives. However, when it comes to

teenage boys, technology can create a challenging distraction that can make it difficult for them

to focus or prioritize, even if that technology is ostensibly used to help them study, such as a

home computer.Imagine your easily distractible son using his computer under the guise of

doing homework and having it ding every time he gets an instant message or email from that

girl he likes asking him “Whtz up?” It also plays his favorite music, videos, movies, and now TV

shows. How can his less-than-enthralling English assignment compete? The truth is, it can’t.

The computer, without sensible regulation, is far too distracting.In its own way, technology

creates multiple avenues for multi-tasking—instant messaging while writing a paper, for

instance—that get in the way of the single-purpose organizational model boys need. My

organizational and time-management system does not discount technology and its many

benefits, including the significant advantages of using a computer for research and word

processing. I do, however, focus on avoiding distractions while using computers and other aids

when appropriate.Challenge 4: Sleep DeprivationIt’s no secret that most kids are really tired.

Because they are over-scheduled and need plenty of sleep to accompany their growth spurt,

many preteens and teenagers easily find themselves with extreme sleep deficits. In fact, your

adolescent son has his biology working against him during these years; changes in his brain

cause him to be gearing up for intense thought late at night, just as his circadian clock is trying

to wind him down for his needed rest. What happens most often is the growing and changing

brain wins the battle, keeping active well past 11:00. School schedules being what they are,

your son will then be urged out of bed as early as 7:00 (or possibly earlier if he’s involved in

certain sports, clubs, or academic supports), and rarely will he get his needed nine and a

quarter hours of sleep; he’ll be short at least an hour. This often leads to feelings of crankiness,

grogginess, and general annoyance about anything and everything. It also can seriously affect



his school performance.While there is a new concern about teens and sleep habits (including

campaigns in many communities to push back ever-earlier school starting times), there isn’t a

lot a boy can do to change schedules that are out of his control. However, something I often

hear from kids who use my system to become better organized and manage their time is that

they are able to get to bed earlier at night, and for many of them, this prospect is incredibly

exciting!Last year, when Mike came into my office for the first time to get organized, we talked

about his habits, goals, and plans. A junior and one of the top baseball players at his high

school, he was hoping to be recruited to play in college but needed to get his grades up to at

least a 3.0 GPA. His schedule was tough—he spent hours in the gym, and that left precious

little time for everything else he had to fit in. Although he seemed a bit agitated and restless, he

was also clearly a hardworking kid with a good work ethic, and he quickly saw how adding

organization and time management would help him fulfill his goals both in and out of the

classroom.When he came in a few weeks later, he seemed calmer, and I asked how things

were going.“Ana,” he said. “I’m getting to bed a full hour and a half sooner every night now.” He

felt calmer and more focused and seemed less stressed. We quickly did the math, which

worked out to nearly eight hours more sleep a week.It’s important to remember that time

management not only gives boys more time for schoolwork and activities but can also be just

what they need to get back on track to a healthy level of rest.It’s important to remember that

time management not only gives boys more time for schoolwork and activities but can also be

just what they need to get back on track to a healthy level of rest.Challenge 5: The Crippling

Fear of the Unwise ChoiceOn my desk, there is a paperweight with the saying, What would you

do if you knew you could not fail? I bought it back when I was just starting my work with

students because even though teaching organization to teenagers was a terribly big leap from

my former job working in finance, I loved working with students, and knew it was what I was

meant to do.More and more, there is a thinly veiled fear of risk, and especially of failure, among

many parents and students. They panic, thinking that whatever they do might not be the right

thing to do to get into the right college and get the right job (which would lead to the right

spouse and the right kids—ad infinitum). Decisions and choices that are probably best

determined years later instead become distracting and crippling dilemmas today. In some

cases this fear of the unwise choice actually prevents students from finding their own voices

and pursuing their own interests. Well-intentioned parents become over-involved in their

children’s lives because they become worried that their children won’t do something right (like

finishing a term paper or applying to college) and their children’s whole future will go out the

window.A few years back, I was working with a young man who was applying to college; Steve

had worked himself into a real frenzy over what he was going to write for his college essay. He

was a talented writer, but this fear of “What is the right thing to say?” or “What are they going to

want to hear?” had him paralyzed. Everything he wrote seemed forced and trite, and his

personal voice was completely lost. His writings seemed like an exercise in second-guessing

the admissions officials rather than an opportunity for him to share his wit, wisdom, and

charisma (with which he was truly blessed!).Well-intentioned parents become over-involved in

their children’s lives because they become worried that their children won’t do something right

(like finishing a term paper or applying to college) and their children’s whole future will go out

the window.One day I had a little epiphany and asked him to write a short essay imagining his

perfect day—who he would spend it with, what he would do, and where he would go.“Ana,” he

said, “I don’t get it. Why would a college admissions officer want to hear about my perfect

day?”“Forget that for now,” I replied. “Just write this piece as if you had nothing else to do this

weekend. Write about you and your own personal dream day.”A few days later, he came in with



an essay that was heartfelt, creative, and far better than anything else he had written—

because his true voice finally came through. His personal statement now revealed that he was

a person with a great group of friends who would spend his school lunches eating a burrito

before playing intramural sports (truly a teenage-boy scenario—eating a bean burrito and then

running around for thirty minutes!), who loved writing for the sports section of the school paper

and hoped that every physics test was permanently postponed, and whose ideal day would

end with an hour-long Steven Colbert special.In essence, Steve revealed what I knew was true

—he was a real person with likes and dislikes, dreams and aspirations. After working through a

few drafts, Steve submitted that essay with the majority of his college applications. All too often,

the underlying fear of choosing correctly can erase what’s really important and authentic about

a boy and can lead to a lost sense of self. Organization and time-management skills help boys

focus on what really motivates them and give them practice and experience achieving the

steps toward making it happen, thus restoring their self-confidence and belief in their ability to

succeed.How This Book Can HelpI designed this book based on my work with parents (and

this includes anyone raising a boy, such as grandparents, aunts, uncles, etc.) and disorganized

boys, and I address each of the challenges that contributes to disorganization in its own part of

the book, offering strategies on replacing multi-tasking with compartmentalizing, dialing back

parental involvement so that boys go through their own struggles (and ultimately find their own

success), and alleviating the ever-present distraction of technology. The strategies in this book

are designed for boys who are currently in middle school and high school, though certain

elements can certainly be modified for boys in younger grades.My direct work with students

has taught me that the better organized students are, the faster they tend to get their

assignments done and the more time they have to pursue their own personal goals—whether

those goals be academic, athletic, extracurricular, or otherwise. In doing so, boys are able to

work on developing their sense of self, so they have more confidence in their personal abilities.

This book is just as much about helping boys develop goals and personal character as it is

about creating organized binders and to-do lists and studying properly for the next algebra

test.Remember, while your son may feel defeated and fear failure, chances are he’s never

been given the right tools to make a difference. You’ll find those tools throughout the next

chapters. These strategies work, and together we’ll figure out how to make them work for your

family.This book is just as much about helping boys develop goals and personal character as it

is about creating organized binders and to-do lists and studying properly for the next algebra

test.SummaryNo child exists in a vacuum, and if your son is struggling with organization and

time-management challenges, he’s likely dealing with lots of issues at once:• There’s evidence

that boys may be less adept at the kind of multi-tasking required in today’s schools.• Today’s

parents can often inadvertently micromanage their children’s lives, preventing their sons from

independently developing the very organizational skills they require to be successful.•

Technological distractions are everywhere (including in boys’ study spaces), with their

seductive siren songs of social networking and fantasy role-playing.• Ironically, many boys who

do manage to juggle all the responsibilities and temptations surrounding them end up paying a

heavy price for that “success” in lost sleep and find themselves with the additional burden of

the health issues arising from that deficit.• Today’s kids are presented with so many choices at

such an early age, the pressure to choose among them—and choose wisely—is greater than

ever.2Approach and Attitude How Parents Factor into the EquationWhen distressed parents

call my office for the first time, I can usually hear the tension through the phone line. Their son,

who is so bright and talented in many respects, is not doing well at school, and his

disorganization and poor academic performance are obviously causing an underlying stress to



family systems and dynamics. I can sense the tears of frustration, the yelling, the general

disgust and feelings of failure—and that’s just the parents!It’s a cycle of negativity that

becomes damaging, because these anxieties are transferred back to the student. Think about

it: you return from a parent-teacher conference feeling helpless, your spouse then gets angry,

and you both feel overwhelmed. Meanwhile all the lost homework, missing assignments,

sloppiness, and general disarray have your son feeling tense already, and when your

frustration gets added to the picture, the combination makes him start to feel even worse about

himself. For many of these boys, it’s just easier to give up and feel like a failure than to try,

because they have always felt as if they are doing their best—it’s just that they have not found

the right tools or the right system to help them succeed with long-term results. This kind of

negativity can easily loom large over a household; hundreds of parents I have talked to over

the years know that the stress of disorganization and poor academic performance can derail

an entire household.When I met Diane and her family, dinners at their house were, in two

words, not fun. Diane is an MBA-educated former corporate businesswoman with two

teenagers, fifteen-year-old Scott and seventeen-year-old Lisa. Her affable husband is a

successful businessman, and Diane decided to stay home and spend more time with their

children. Scott was a freshman in high school, a quiet and unassuming young man who forgot

about half of his stuff on the kitchen counter on his way out the door to school. Almost every

morning, it seemed, Diane lunged after Scott to give him his lunch, his math book, and the

English essay that he left on the printer. She had to drop so many things off at school that she

was on a first-name basis with the front-office clerk at his high school—and the high school is a

fairly large one, with over sixteen hundred students.Diane wanted Scott to do well and was

worried that every missing homework assignment or poor test grade would jeopardize his

chances of getting into a “good” college, especially because more students than ever are

applying to college. Frustrated from spending half of her mornings as Scott’s secretary, she

tended to lash out at him with common refrains of, “You always forget things!” and “When are

you going to be more responsible?” Scott, in response, retreated further, feeling a combination

of deep-seated guilt because he was doing so poorly in school and hesitation because he was

afraid that anything he said could potentially set off his mom.Diane really and truly loved her

son and was a wonderful mother, but she had let herself become too emotionally invested in

Scott’s disorganization. The rest of the family (even the dogs!) kept their heads down, hoping to

avoid the whole situation and refrain from creating any additional tension. Part of the problem

was Diane’s approach—she took his disorganization and lack of study skills as a reflection of

her success (or failure) as a parent. Because she took it so personally, her approach was not

getting either one of them results and had just led to increased tension in the household.In my

experience, positive parental approaches and attitudes are key elements to helping children

become better organized, independent, and self-reliant young people. I meet a lot of parents

who feel personally embarrassed and guilty about their son’s poor academic performance,

detachment from school, and general malaise. Yet by complaining about their son’s

shortcomings, they are actually (unwittingly) creating a more toxic environment. The parents

who come into my office assuming the worst of their child (“He never gets it . . . he’s always

doing this”) are often the ones digging their children—and themselves—a bigger hole,

complete with the emotional baggage that makes it more difficult for their children to become

organized, responsible, and accountable.The parents who come into my office assuming the

worst of their child (“He never gets it . . . he’s always doing this”) are often the ones digging

their children—and themselves—a bigger hole, complete with emotional baggage that makes it

more difficult for their children to become organized, responsible, and accountable.Creating the



Positive FoundationParents often wonder why boys buy into my system so quickly; in two

hours, I have the typical “impossible” teenager willing to give my organizational and time-

management system a good try. The reason it works is that by simply focusing on their

strengths instead of railing against what they are doing wrong, we set a foundation and build

from there. It’s demoralizing and ineffective to focus on the negative—who ever enjoyed that

meeting with a boss who only told you everything you did wrong?One of the main reasons my

system works so well for boys is that they quickly find it to be the classic win-win situation. The

truth is that when you help boys figure out what they truly desire and aspire to accomplish in

their lives, (discussed in Chapter 4), you are finally giving them a real reason to become better

organized and take control of their lives. Just getting good grades or being admitted to the right

college are not enticing enough goals for most young people to embrace long-term changes to

becoming a more invested, engaged, and active person. When you give boys the tools they

need to organize their lives, not only do their grades improve but the overall quality of their lives

also improves. By making study time better organized, boys feel less academic stress. When

they get better grades and are more on top of their assignments, quizzes, and lunch, their

relationship with their parents and teachers improves. As these boys learn to manage their

time, they suddenly find that they have more time to devote to the things they truly love:

hanging out with friends, playing video games, shooting hoops, and practicing with their band.

Their parents are also less stressed because they no longer find themselves running down the

drive-way delivering the math homework that was due yesterday.By making study time better

organized, boys feel less academic stress.I frequently use the term win-win with students to

discuss how becoming better organized and managing their time more effectively has

countless benefits, with nearly no negative side effects. After all, what is so bad about learning

how to do better in school while finding ways to have more free time? Classic win-win, and very

convincing to preteen and teenage boys.Have Cooperative Collaborative MeetingsStudents

who work with me quickly figure out that I am most interested in helping them find practical

solutions that will empower them to reach their own personal potential. I offer suggestions and

possible solutions, but it is ultimately the cooperative nature of our work that motivates the

student to make changes. Similarly, I encourage you to use this book as a guide to come up

with cooperative and collaborative solutions with your son. Have a family meeting or discussion

(whatever works in your home with your family dynamic) where your child is able to vocalize his

view of what he feels that he is struggling with, and you can all brainstorm solutions together,

which can be incredibly powerful. Note: If you don’t feel that your particular parent-child

dynamic will make this sort of collaborative meeting successful, perhaps someone else close

to your child (your spouse, family friend, mentor) might be the more appropriate choice.You Are

Not Alone: Seek Like-Minded FriendsMy main office is located in a small town in the Silicon

Valley, where there are about two degrees of separation between most people. Everyone knows

—or knows of—everyone else. Maybe your community is like that or maybe it allows a certain

level of anonymity. Even so, I often find myself consoling parents who think they’re the only

ones whose son doesn’t turn in homework, has a GPA below a 3.0, or has a difficult time

socially. Many of these parents know each other, and they often complain to me, confidentially,

that they think their son is the only one. These same parents are friendly, go out to dinner

socially, go on walks or play tennis together, run into each other at school events, and are

family friends—but their fear of parenting failure keeps them from being honest with

themselves and their friends—friends who could offer support, suggestions, and good humor.If

necessary, look outside your current crop of friends for like-minded support. While I was writing

this book, I went to Sonoma, about an hour north of my home in San Francisco, hoping to write



and have a relaxing time away. While I was there, a friend of mine who is a mother of three

teenagers (two boys and a girl) invited me for a hike with a few of her friends. At first I

hesitated, because I really needed to work, but then I figured that going on a nice hike with five

mothers of teenagers could be considered “research,” plus I never turn down the invitation for a

brisk morning hike when the air is crisp and the incline is steep.Along the way, these moms

and I talked about college applications, teenage partying, teen pregnancy, and a host of other

topics. These moms were real, refreshing, and warmhearted—but what struck me about these

moms was that they were all honest and open about their kids’ challenges and difficulties.Later,

my friend Laura, who had invited me on the hike, told me about how she had gotten to know

each of the women on our hike. Laura had moved to Sonoma only a few years before when

she and her husband built their dream house, and she spent her first few months in town

feeling somewhat miserable.“All the moms I met initially were pretending that everything was

okay,” she explained, “and that their kids were all perfect with no problems. Well, my kids are

great kids, but they’re not perfect and without problems. It took me a while to meet other

mothers who were authentic and real about what they were going through.”Seeking authenticity

and avoiding superficiality are important steps in creating a positive parental attitude that

supports your son.Seeking authenticity and avoiding superficiality are important steps in

creating a positive parental attitude that supports your son. Recognizing that there are issues

that you are struggling with and finding other parents who have sons with similar challenges

creates a sense of unity and understanding that can be crucial for improvement.Avoid

Competitive ParentingCompetitive parenting is a losing game. Even under the guise of being

constructive, comparing notes with other parents can shift into a competition in a matter of

moments, and it typically results in parents becoming anxious about where their son is (or isn’t)

with respect to his peers. You probably know who the competitive parent is in your

neighborhood, and perhaps there is a bit of a competitive parent in all of us. Maybe your sister-

in-law cannot stop talking about how her son is an absolute genius, and you are left wondering

why your fourteen-year-old still forgets to tie his shoes most mornings.One day last spring, I

logged on to my computer to find a three-page, single-spaced email from Judy, a wonderful

mother I’d known for years. I get these emails occasionally, and instead of replying and fueling

the fire, I typically just pick up the phone. When I called her, she immediately recounted

everything in her email: She was distressed about how her son, Evan, a high school

sophomore, was probably behind in his college application process and how she woke up at

3:00 that morning worried about it.“Judy, Evan’s in good shape,” I said, as reassuringly as I

could. “His grades are going up, he’s getting more confident and better organized, and he’s

doing a lot better than he was a year ago, don’t you think?”She agreed, but I could still hear the

anxiety in her voice.“Judy,” I said, “can I ask you something? Did you run into anyone? Another

parent, perhaps?”Indeed she had, and had listened to breathless stories about how so-and-so

didn’t get into any of the schools he applied to even though he had a 4.3 GPA and a 2550 SAT

score. At this point, I wanted to gently remind her that the SAT was only out of 2400 points, but

I felt it would be a moot point.The person she’d run into was Michael, a local father in town

whom I have met peripherally but do not know well. I have fielded no fewer than fifteen emails

from parents like Judy who’d had the misfortune to discuss parenting with Michael. No matter

where Michael encounters another parent—the baseball bleachers, the grocery store, the

soccer field—he takes it upon himself to helpfully dole out the misinformation he’s gleaned in

his efforts to get his son, Max, into the most competitive colleges.Competitive parenting

happens in all neighborhoods, with all parents, and is not helpful for anyone. I have often found

that the most competitive parents are those who are unintentionally living vicariously through



their child(ren). Competitive parenting undermines any efforts to create an environment in

which children can feel successful because it creates unnecessary and inappropriate stress for

everyone involved. Instead of focusing on their own son’s personal gifts and strengths, parents

wind up comparing his accomplishments to glorified stories of kids from around the block, a

good deal of which are embellished, half-truths or simply lies. As a result, even the most well-

intentioned parents don’t always have their facts straight, so it’s best to avoid the competitive

parenting trap by diverting the subject or stopping the conversation altogether. Helping children

grow up and become confident and comfortable with themselves and caring toward others is

ultimately a far bigger accomplishment than any grade or score.Helping children grow up and

become confident and comfortable with themselves and caring toward others is ultimately a far

bigger accomplishment than any grade or score.Bribery, Humiliation, and Negotiation Do Not

WorkSometimes parents come into my office and admit that they have given their child money

for grades for years. After all, they tell me, school is really their “job,” so why shouldn’t they get

paid for good grades? Oddly, they haven’t realized that the bribing has clearly not been working

because they are now in my office, desperate for help.Bribery and negotiation—as well as their

negative counterpart, humiliation—are detrimental and ineffective for many reasons. First and

foremost, they give a value to scores and grades rather than to learning—and I cannot think of

a faster way to promote cheating and other shortsighted behaviors. After all, if you are a fifteen-

year-old boy who makes a good sum of money on every A, wouldn’t that encourage you to do

everything in your power to keep that cash flowing? These artificial reinforcements do not

create happy, stable, and resilient individuals; instead, these children grow up to become

dependent on outside props instead of personal motivation. Rather than figuring out what they

enjoy and feel passionate about, they constantly focus on what will give them external rewards.

These external rewards can also trigger an inflationary spiral because, like a gambler’s fix,

what might satiate your child today will likely be considered a pittance in a year or two.Craig is

an only child who lives with his grandparents on a large ranch. Craig’s grandfather is a

reserved and stoic businessman of considerable wealth; he is incredibly demanding and rigid

in his care of Craig—it has obviously been many years since he had a teenager in his home,

and I am not sure he played a huge role in the raising of his own children. Craig is a genuinely

good kid with a warm heart and a hopeful disposition. Although he struggles to stay organized

and focused on his academics for a variety of reasons, he does want to do well and gets

frustrated with himself when he doesn’t meet his own expectations or those of his

grandfather.Craig’s grandfather made Craig a deal that he could have a new four-wheel-drive

Ford F-150 truck as long as he maintained a 3.3 GPA. The minute his GPA went below a 3.3,

the grandfather would take the keys away, no matter what—no excuses. Midway through his

junior year, Craig came into my office panicked almost to the point of paralysis. He was

struggling in his classes despite his genuine efforts, and he was mortified that his truck was

going to be taken away. In addition to the pressure of school and his own serious life struggles,

he was now dealing with the possible humiliation and loss of autonomy that would come with

being unable to drive himself around. Instead of motivating him, this prospect paralyzed him,

creating an overwhelming anxiety. He dropped all focus on learning and became scared of

school—frightened that any mistake he made would lead to his truck being taken away.It’s rare,

but sometimes I have the unfortunate scene in my office when a parent—usually someone new

to working with me—begins to list the various failures of their son in front of me, sometimes

even berating him, and it’s clear that this is a common scene for them. Believe me, very little in

an adolescent’s life is more humiliating than a public dressing-down, particularly in front of

someone he has just met. No kid gets the slightest amount of motivation from being convinced



that others find him second-rate simply because he makes the normal mistakes of growing

up.No kid gets the slightest amount of motivation from being convinced that others find him

second-rate simply because he makes the normal mistakes of growing up.To help your child

grow and develop as a student and a person, he needs to feel comfortable making mistakes

and growing within his own abilities. By bribing him, you are setting the bar where you think it

should be instead of allowing him to develop the intrinsic motivation that, who knows, could

likely have him one day exceeding your wildest expectations. By humiliating him, you’re telling

him that mistakes and failure are synonymous; they’re not. If they were, we’d all be getting Fs

every day of our lives.Your Son Does Care (He Just May Not Want You to Know It)Sometimes

a parent will call me, terrified about his or her son’s grades and proceed to tell me that the

child, on the other hand, is perfectly fine with the situation. Like Gus, the Seemingly Satisfied

Underachiever you’ll meet in the next chapter, this boy doesn’t seem to care at all that he’s just

barely passing his classes. Nothing the parent says seems to have any effect.I tell these

parents that their son is trying to live up to five million different expectations, including his own,

and that the influence of his peers, teachers, school counselors, coaches, parents, and the

media can be overwhelming. Many boys already feel that they are not living up to the spoken or

unspoken expectations of where they should be, want to be, or could be. Developmentally,

boys are already dealing with their own questions of, Why can’t I do this? that they often do not

share with their parents, so for their parents now to say, Why can’t he do this? can be

remarkably debilitating. For many boys, trying to meet these seemingly unattainable

expectations leads to an overwhelming anxiety and causes them to shut down and act as

though they don’t care. After all, it’s easier to seem ambivalent than to appear

vulnerable.Imagine you have a boss who always gets under your skin. No matter what you do,

it is never good enough or it could have been better or different—there is always some

complaint or some way you could have been or should have been. After a while, you would

probably shut down too or find a way to leave the company and work for a more inspiring boss!

Drop the preconceived notions of what you think your son should be or could be—because

boys already place enormous pressure on themselves. Support and encourage your son to

develop useful systems and ideas rather than demeaning and criticizing his past performance.

Most parents rarely realize that their own preconceived notions can have a huge impact on

their child’s emotional health and self-esteem.Support and encourage your son to develop

useful systems and ideas rather than demeaning and criticizing his past performance.Make a

Fresh Start and Just Let It GoA few years back, a wonderful mother named Jill called me,

beside herself with concern about her son, William, who was struggling with the new academic

requirements as a freshman in high school. He had gone to parochial school up until the eighth

grade and was starting high school at the large, local public school near his house. He really

hadn’t made too many friends, and besides being peripherally involved in a few activities, he

spent most of his time at home. I had first met William just months before, when he took part in

an organizational workshop I offer to incoming high school students. I remembered him clearly

because when he was sitting at a table with another young boy, he stretched out his hand and

said, politely and welcomingly, “Hi, I’m William. I haven’t met you yet.” The other boy took his

hand limply, not knowing exactly what to do and awkwardly introduced himself.I immediately

sensed that William was and is a natural leader and a kind and considerate person whose

moral compass and wisdom were beyond his years. He is the kind of student who peers look

up to and admire, and the kind of person I could see being a respected political leader or

running a company someday. Sounds like a great kid, right? Why would he ever need my help?

Well, organizationally he was a bit of a mess.Instead of recognizing her son’s talents and



strengths, Jill was overwhelmed by the things that he was struggling with—finding a group of

friends, having a social life that satisfied him, and struggling in honors classes that were

probably not best suited for him. Because of this distraction, she had a hard time realizing the

importance of his strengths: his solid moral character, his integrity, and his genuine openness

and warmth. Over the next several months, William and I worked together to improve his

organizational habits and come up with some goals. He mentioned running for student

government and, after much encouragement, did so and won. Two years later, he was a school

leader and scholar-athlete, a young man who the principal has speak on behalf of the high

school at functions within the community.One of the most important things you can do while

reading this book and following the tips is to look at it as a fresh start. Whatever makes you

angry or frustrated about your child’s past academic performance—let it go. Stop complaining

about your children. Take the crucial first step to helping your son become more engaged in his

learning process by letting go of past disappointments, expectations, and challenges.
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school brutal... headaches, frustration, arguments, all over papers that were lost and never

turned in (many times, even finished, but not turned in), forgetting he had homework or saying

he didn't, procrastinating on projects until a night or two before, etc. We were losing our minds.

I read this and my husband and I applied the recommendations, with some adaptation (2.5

hours of study time each night was neither feasible nor necessary for us, so we tried one hour

and found success) and our son (who could easily get a 4.0, if his effort matched his

intelligence) made the honor roll for the third quarter. If you have a child with ADHD, you

understand how big of deal a mere 3.0 honor roll can be.Being human and busy, we slipped on

enforcing the assigned hour of study time at the kitchen table for the entire household the first

month or so of the fourth quarter. Sure enough, his grades slipped and we saw a return of work

not being handed in, and/or not being completed at all and projects forgotten about. We went

back to sitting down with the kids for the set study time each night, looking over agendas, and

so on... and things improved again.Bottom line: The principles work. Like anything, you have to

be consistent.”

Laura, “Amazing - my son went from D's to A's in a few weeks. Very thankful for this book!. This

book is amazing. It is almost as if the author has been watching my son all semester long. He

is a sophomore in HS. He went from struggling to pass several classes, to getting "A's" on the

first two tests in those same classes after getting this book. The author says to not expect

immediate results, but he is getting results! I read the book and required him to make the

changes she suggested.The changes were simple, like requiring a daily planner and

scheduling 2 hours of study each day (except Friday) and 4 hours on weekends (we do 2 on

Sat and 2 on Sunday). Also, turning off electronics and distractions as well as organized

binders for each class. When my son finishes early, I have him spend his extra time making

sure his papers are in his binders in the right section. He also makes flash cards for vocabulary

and puts together study sheets at least 2 days before a test. Yes, there is software to help, but

the act of writing the words, formula's, etc is helpful in learning. I also enjoy helping him learn

by quizzing him with the cards.He used to have papers stuffed in stacks and loose notes

everywhere. He thought he knew what assignments were due because each teacher posted

them on the website, but he struggled to prioritize and look ahead. Having the planner makes

such a difference. We created a planner just for him, listing each class in order with space to

write down the assignment. Now he can get the big picture, and recognize when he has

several tests coming up so he can prepare early.We almost took away his xbox because of his

terrible grades. The author convinced me to let him keep it, but only to allow it "after" all

studying is done. He has something to look forward to when he works hard.I can't thank the

author enough for giving my son the organizational tools he needed to succeed. I know there

will be bumps in the road and efforts may slip, but I'll just get the book back out and re-fresh

our minds to get back on track. I saved hundreds of dollars in tutoring.”

JK, “Help Has Arrived for the Unorganized Student!. Ana Homayoun's book is a life saver if you

have a kid who needs some help with organizing his or her responsibility with respect to

homework. It's a fast read and packed with plenty of guidance to help you help your child with

organizing their schoolwork. Her system is not overburdened with lists, notes, files, blah, blah,

blah, just good practical advice and the results are your child will develop a much greater

sense of responsibility and organization, not just about his or her schoolwork, but with chores

and other tasks in general - an excellent life skill essential for anyone.I read this over the

summer and put it to use with my son who couldn't seem to keep track of homework



assignments, paperwork, projects, instructions, etc. His backpack looked like a garbage can

had vomited all over it. I met with his teachers to understand their expectations for organization

(most teachers have their own system) and easily worked out something that would

complement both of our efforts. After a few months, my son is now on top this all on his own

and we don't have the arguments and stress about missed and/or incomplete assignments. On

the major plus side, he is also much more methodical about his chores and even his desk is

significantly more tidy. It was not without some angst getting this going, my son can be quite

stubborn, but if you persevere, you will be rewarded and your child with find their schoolwork to

be much less stress!!”

S. Knipp, “Pretty good. I wavered between 3 and 4 stars...there were many useful strategies

and insights into the why of disorganization, but for me, there were also many sections I

skipped over. Her tips for class folder set up, time management, and study spaces are going to

be extremely helpful for us to use as a guide on this journey. Also liked how she had a

description of the different "personality types" of disorganization...it helps that she has

articulated the things I see in my son's behavior in a way I couldn't quite put my finger on.”

Long Tall Texan, “helpful getting teenage boys back on track. My bright, responsible 14 year old

lost his mind when he started middle school. This book is helping me get him back on track.

Recommendations that are working well include:1. Set amount of homework time. The book

recommended 2 hr but we're doing 1 hr. He'll tell me he doesn't have homework but we started

working on memorizing his German vocabulary words or reading ahead in his English class. I

think if it's not due the next day, he feels he doesn't have to work.2. Organizing his agenda

book.  I had no idea what a mess it was.”

Theageddragon, “Skills for coping with the school machine.. Excellent strategies for the

resolution of a set of common problems. Not wholly innovative but well worth reiterating. Love

the title! Minus one star because of American 'Aren't I great?' attitude of the author. OK, she is

obviously a successful mentor for teen boys and their families but I'm a doubting Brit. and I'd

have welcomed a few 'hard to fix' cases and the ones that got away. that would have convinced

me of the reality of all the case studies.”

AGE, “this is a book based on the American school system but most of the advice is easily

applicable to the UK. Yes, this is a book based on the American school system but most of the

advice is easily applicable to the UK.I found this an interesting read and it has helped me

understand my son and how to motivate him into being more organised and self motivated to

work and achieve.”

Resource Teacher, “Great Book. This concise book is full of sensible and achievable

organizational strategies for boys. Simple, clear, and easy to follow. The last chapter on

implementation is short but very worthwhile. I think this book is a must read for both teachers

and parents of boys - with or without organizational issues.”

Iris Murphy, “Five Stars. Excellent information!”

The book by Ana Homayoun has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 178 people have provided feedback.
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